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A new algorithm is proposed for generating min-transitive approximations of a given similarity
matrix (i.e. a symmetric matrix with elements in the unit interval and diagonal elements equal to
one). Diﬀerent approximations are generated depending on the choice of an aggregation operator
that plays a central role in the algorithm. If the maximum operator is chosen, then the approxima-
tion coincides with the min-transitive closure of the given similarity matrix. In case of the arithmetic
mean, a transitive approximation is generated which is, on the average, as close to the given similar-
ity matrix as the approximation generated by the UPGMA hierarchical clustering algorithm. The
new algorithm also allows to generate approximations in a purely ordinal setting. As this new
approach is weight-driven, the partition tree associated to the corresponding min-transitive approx-
imation can be built layer by layer. Numerical tests carried out on synthetic data are used for com-
paring diﬀerent approximations generated by the new algorithm with certain approximations
obtained by classical methods.
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A square matrix A = [aij] of size n with elements aij in the unit interval [01] is called
a similarity matrix if it is reﬂexive (i.e. aii = 1 for any i 2 {1,2, . . . ,n}) and symmetric
(i.e. aij = aji for any (i, j) 2 {1,2, . . . ,n}2). If, moreover, the matrix is min-transitive (i.e.
min(aij,ajk) 6 aik for any (i, j,k) 2 {1,2, . . . ,n}3), then it is called a min-equivalence matrix.
Since in this paper no other types of transitivity will be considered, the matrix will be
shortly called a transitive similarity matrix or also an equivalence matrix. Note that some
authors prefer to call a reﬂexive and symmetric [0,1]-valued matrix a proximity matrix,
whereas the name similarity matrix is then reserved to denote an equivalence matrix [11].
An equivalent representation of a similarity matrix consists of a weighted complete undi-
rected graph with nodes labelled from 1 to n and with edge weights equal to the degrees of
similarity aij. In graph-theoretical terms, a similarity matrix is transitive if and only if in each
triangular subgraph of its graph representation the two smallest edge weights are equal.
Similarity matrices appear in many applications such as, e.g. web mining [14] and docu-
ment clustering [12]. Usually, they are obtained in the context of the pairwise comparison of
objects, labelled 1 to n, where thematrix element aij expresses the degree of similarity between
objects i and j. Depending on the type of application, such a degree of similarity can be either
directly measured in an experiment in which objects are compared, or derived by the appli-
cation of a similaritymeasure that acts on a set of features that characterizes the object, or by
some expert opinion. Though more general settings are possible, the one considered here
adheres to the semantics that the degrees of similarity are in someway normalized to the unit
interval, that the degree towhich i is similar to j equals the degree towhich j is similar to i, and
that the degree to which an object is similar to itself is 1. Note that the property of transitivity
is in general not fulﬁlled and therefore not necessarily imposed. However, this property can
be regarded as a kind of logical consistency, in the sense that if i is similar to j to degree aij and
j is similar to k to degree ajk, then i should be similar to k at least to a degree not smaller than
aij and ajk. This is a strong type of transitivity, and sometimesweaker forms of transitivity are
introduced, but it is the type of transitivity that allows to cluster the objects [16].
An equivalence matrix can be nicely visualized in a hierarchical manner as a partition
tree. As this representation facilitates the interpretation of similarity relationships in a
given set of objects, it is not at all surprising that partition trees, also called hierarchical
clustering trees or dendrograms, have diverse applications. Essential for the existence of
the partition tree representation of an equivalence matrix, is its deﬁning property of tran-
sitivity. Since similarity matrices usually do not naturally possess this property, transitivity
needs to be imposed artiﬁcially. This is, for instance, the case when the similarity matrix is
obtained through the application of a similarity measure (e.g. the Jaccard coeﬃcient, the
Dice coeﬃcient, etc.) on the feature set representations.
One of the possibilities for turning a similarity matrix into an equivalence matrix is by
computing its unique transitive closure. A thorough investigation of the existence and con-
struction of the transitive closure of a similarity matrix can be found in [1,5]. Other pos-
sibilities are the computation of a transitive opening, or even more generally, a transitive
approximation of the given matrix, where it is allowed that elements are either raised or
lowered with respect to their initial value [13].
Similarity matrices are of particular relevance in numerical taxonomy where it is
common practice to use similarity-based clustering methods for grouping taxonomic units
into taxa on the basis of their phenotypic and genomic traits. Given a similarity matrix,
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complete linkage clustering, UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic
Mean) clustering, Wards method, . . . , to obtain a taxonomic hierarchy in the form of a
partition tree or a dendrogram [15]. Hence, any of these methods turns out to be a way
of deriving an equivalence matrix from the given similarity matrix. Typically, single link-
age clustering generates the transitive closure, whereas complete linkage clustering gener-
ates a transitive opening of the given similarity matrix. Moreover, all these methods are
particular cases of the so-called ascending hierarchical clustering algorithm—for an excel-
lent up-to-date survey of hierarchical classiﬁcations and their application in combinatorial
optimization, the reader is referred to [2].
Besides the single linkage clustering algorithm, many algorithms are available for com-
puting the transitive closure of a similarity matrix: well known are the so-called matrix
method, where the transitive closure is obtained by computing a suﬃciently high power
of the given similarity matrix [5], and the Floyd–Warshall algorithm, originally designed
for solving shortest path problems on weighted graphs, which has the time complexity of
just one matrix multiplication. Recently, we have reconsidered the complete linkage clus-
tering algorithm and established an alternative for generating one or more of the transitive
openings of a given similarity matrix [8], a problem that has also been investigated in [9].
Previously, some of the present authors have proposed a transitive approximation gen-
erating technique that tends to minimize the deviation between the initial similarity matrix
and the approximation [4]. The key concepts used in that paper are the T-transitive closure
and T-transitive openings of a similarity matrix, where T denotes a triangular norm [10].
For the computation of the T-transitive closure of a similarity matrix, a weight-driven
algorithm has been developed [13] that can be regarded as a dual version of the Floyd–
Warshall T-transitive closure algorithm. Its main advantage is that when the minimum
operator is chosen as t-norm, the algorithm turns into a highly eﬃcient transitive closure
algorithm [6]. Moreover, it is a fast algorithm for generating in parallel to the closure pro-
cess the partition tree of that transitive closure [7].
In the present paper, the above-mentioned weight-driven transitive closure algorithm is
again considered as a starting point and is modiﬁed in such a way that various transitive
approximations can be obtained with it. A key role in this modiﬁed algorithm is played by
an aggregation operator which can be chosen freely as long as it lies below the maximum
operator. The approximation generated then signiﬁcantly depends upon the choice of the
aggregation operator. In particular, if the latter is an ordinal aggregation operator, the
approximation is ordinal too, in the sense that no other values occur in the approximation
than those that were already present in the original similarity matrix.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the new weight-driven algorithm is
described. In Section 3 it is illustrated on a simple example matrix how the choice of the
aggregation operator inﬂuences the generated approximation, and in Section 4 the validity
of the new algorithm is proven. Section 5 reports on the various tests that have been carried
out in order to compare the new algorithm to other existing approximation algorithms. In
Section 6, some conclusions are drawn and perspectives for future research are outlined.
2. A weight-driven transitive approximation generating algorithm
It is often desired to approximate a similarity matrix A by an equivalence matrix that
does not deviate too much from it. The transitive closure of A is one such approximation
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approximation generated by the single linkage clustering algorithm. Similarly, a transitive
opening of A is obtained by minimally lowering A. In particular, the complete linkage
clustering algorithm generates such a transitive opening. It can be expected that on the
average one will remain closer to the given similarity matrix if it is allowed that some ele-
ments are raised and other ones are lowered. The UPGMA clustering algorithm is an
example of an algorithm that generates such a transitive approximation. The above-
mentioned clustering methods are particular instances of the same generic ascending
hierarchical classiﬁcation algorithm in which the variable element is the way the similar-
ity between two clusters is deﬁned in terms of the similarities between the individual
objects. This inter-cluster similarity measure S should, however, satisfy the inequality
S(C,C1 [ C2) 6 S(C1,C2) (for any clusters C,C1,C2) in order to guarantee that an equiv-
alence matrix is generated [2].
The weight-driven method for computing the transitive closure of a similarity matrix is
essentially the Floyd–Warshall algorithm in which the order of the nested loops has been
inverted [13,7]. For the sake of completeness, this weight-driven algorithm, called TCGA—
an acronym for Transitive Closure Generating Algorithm—is presented hereafter in
pseudo-code form.TCGA
Input: A: similarity matrix of size n
beginS :¼ {1,2, . . . ,n}
V :¼ {(i, j) j (i, j) 2 S2 ^ i < j}
W = A
repeat
Select (i, j) 2 V such that ("(l,m) 2 V) (wijP wlm)
k :¼ wij
V :¼ Vn{(i, j)}
for all k 2 Sn{i, j} dot :¼ max(wik,wjk)
if t 6 k then wik = wjk = wki = wkj :¼ t
until V = ;
end
Output: W: transitive closure of AAlgorithm TCGA essentially consists of an outer repeat loop running over all edges of
the weighted graph, and for each of these edges an inner for loop running over all nodes
of the graph. All triangular subgraphs visited in this way are made locally transitive by
raising, if necessary, the smallest weight in the triangular subgraph. The algorithm is called
weight-driven because the order in which in the outer loop edges are visited is not arbi-
trary, but proceeds in descending order of the edge weights.
Proceeding along the same line of thoughts, however not persisting on restoring locally
the transitivity by raising the smallest edge weight—a fortiori leading to a matrix that
includes the input matrix—the transitivity of triangular subgraphs is imposed by lowering
the middle and increasing the lowest weight so that they both become equal. More
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aggregation operator denoted furtheron as f. Here, a symmetric aggregation operator is
deﬁned as an operator that can take an arbitrary (ﬁnite) number of arguments in arbitrary
order, is increasing in all of its arguments, takes value 0 when all arguments are 0 and
takes value 1 when all arguments are 1. Also, upon a single argument, f acts as the identity,
i.e. f(x) = x for all x 2 [0,1]. See [3] for an extensive account on aggregation operators.
As it is required that in each triangular subgraph the newly attributed edge weights are
not greater than the initial middle weight—since otherwise the two equal weights might
become the largest weights in the triangular subgraph—f should not exceed the maximum
operator. Note that, on the other hand, f may be chosen smaller than the minimum oper-
ator, in which case both the middle and lowest weights are lowered and made equal, while
they obviously remain the two smallest weights in the triangular subgraph. Aggregation
operators smaller than the minimum operator are, however, of minor practical use, as
they would build very bad approximations. Hence, it seems natural to impose that
min 6 f 6 max, implying the idempotence of f, i.e. f(x, . . . ,x) = x.
The previously established weight-driven method in which just the maximum operator
is systematically replaced by an arbitrary smaller aggregation operator f, turns out to be a
valid transitive approximation generating algorithm, provided that whenever selecting an
edge within the outer loop, no other edge exists that carries the same weight as and has a
common node with the selected edge. In order to cover the latter situation, which can def-
initely not be excluded, this simple modiﬁed algorithm had to be appropriately reﬁned. A
description of the new algorithm, is presented in the pseudo-code procedure named
TAGA—an acronym for Transitive Approximation Generating Algorithm.TAGA
Input : A: similarity matrix of size n
f : aggregation operator
beginS :¼ {1,2, . . . ,n}
stack :¼ empty
V :¼ {(i, j) j (i, j) 2 S2 ^ i < j}
W :¼ A
repeat
Select (i, j) 2 V such that ("(l,m) 2 V) (wijP wlm)
k :¼ wij
P :¼ {i, j}
push(i), push(j)
repeatpop(k)
for all l 2 S n P do if wkl = k then push(l), P :¼ P [ {l}
until stack = empty
M :¼ {(l,m) j (l,m) 2 P2 ^ l < m ^ wlm 6 k}
q :¼ f(wM)
for all (l,m) 2M do wlm = wml :¼ q
if q = k then
V :¼ V nM
for all k 2 S n P dot :¼ max(wK), s :¼ f(wK)
if t 6 k then for all l 2 P do wkl = wlk :¼ s
until V = ;
end
Output: W: transitive approximation of A
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the pivot weight, and this selection proceeds in descending order of the weights of the
edges that actually remain in the set V. Note that weights can change during computation,
hence their initial ordering can also vary. Also, consecutive pivot edges may carry the same
weight, in other words, the pivot weight does not necessarily change in two consecutive
passes of the outer repeat loop. Once a pivot edge with weight k is selected, two main oper-
ational phases are distinguished. First, the maximal tree with node set P that contains the
pivot edge (i, j) and whose edges all carry the same weight k is constructed. In fact, this
maximal tree is a spanning tree of the component induced by the edges with weight k
and that contains the pivot edge. It is constructed in the inner repeat loop in a recursive
manner using stack operations. Then the subset M of edges for which both endpoints
lie in P and whose weights are not strictly greater than k is identiﬁed and the weights of
the edges in M are aggregated into a single value q. This aggregation is performed by
means of the aggregation operator f acting upon the multiset of weights of the edges in
M and is denoted as f(wM)—in a multiset the same element can appear more than once.
Note that f therefore can have an arbitrary number of arguments. It is clear that in order
to generate the transitive closure of a given matrix, one must choose f = max, so that the
weights of the edges in M smaller than k are raised to k. In general, however, it is possible
that q < k. In this case, the weight of the pivot edge gets lowered, so that no further oper-
ations are carried out with the present pivot edge, the second computational phase is
skipped and a new pass of the outer repeat loop is started with the selection of a next pivot
edge. If, on the other hand, it turns out that q = k, which means that the weights of the
edges in M have either been raised to k or were already equal to k, then the second com-
putational phase is initiated. In this phase, for each node k not in P, all the triangular sub-
graphs containing node k and two nodes from the set P are considered at the same time. If
none of the edges connecting k to a node in P carries a weight larger than k, then the
weights of all these edges are aggregated into a single value by means of the same aggre-
gation operator f as in the ﬁrst computational phase. Furthermore, all edge weights used
as arguments of the aggregation operator are attributed the same aggregated value. In this
way, all the triangular subgraphs considered have been made transitive.
An important characteristic of the weight-driven algorithm TAGA is that its interruption
at the stage where all pivot edges with a same pivot weight, say as, have been considered,
yields an intermediate matrix whose a-cut coincides for all aP as with the a-cut of the
transitive approximation. An a-cut of a matrix A is the matrix having 1 at all positions
where the elements of A are greater or equal than a and having 0 elsewhere. Hence, if
instead of the complete approximation only an a-cut of the approximation is required,
algorithm TAGA can be simply interrupted once a pivot edge is selected with pivot weight
strictly smaller than as. The partition tree associated with the transitive approximation is
then available up to the level as.
In order to derive the (worst case) time complexity of algorithm TAGA, one should take
into account that an edge can play the role of pivot edge at most twice. Note that an edge
can become the pivot edge for a second time only if its weight has been decreased the ﬁrst
time. Until it possibly becomes pivot edge for the second time, its weight can change a
number of times, but at the stage when it is again selected as pivot edge, its weight has
obtained its ﬁnal value and cannot be modiﬁed again—this fact will be proven in Section
4—and the second computational phase is immediately initiated. As a representative
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is an arbitrary but ﬁxed non-zero divisor of n. It means that in the second phase at least
O(n/k) edges are withdrawn from V, whence the code in the interior of the outer repeat
loop is executed at most O(kn) times. The second computational phase of this interior part
is the most time consuming one, surpassing in time complexity the time needed for estab-
lishing the tree node set P and performing the weight modiﬁcations for the edges in P2.
More precisely, this second phase requires O(n2/k) time. Therefore, under the given
assumption, algorithm TAGA has time complexity O(n3) at most. The time complexity is
at least X(n2) as n(n  1)/2 edges must be investigated at least once. This lower bound
is, for instance, attained if after selection of the ﬁrst pivot edge, the tree node set P is
the whole set S. The upper bound is, for instance, attained when in every pass of the outer
repeat loop the tree node set P only contains the two end nodes of the actual pivot edge.3. Illustration of the algorithm
Before proving the validity of algorithm TAGA, let us illustrate on an example how the
choice of the aggregation operator f inﬂuences the generated approximation. As the algo-
rithm has been described using graph terminology, also weighted graphs are used to illus-
trate its application.
Fig. 1 contains the graphical representation of a similarity matrix A of size 4, where it is
assumed that the edge weights are ordered as follows: p > q > r > s > t. Note that edges
(2,4) and (3,4) carry the same weight s.
Algorithm TAGA will be illustrated on this example with the following choices of the
aggregation operator f. For simplicity of notation, it is assumed that the arguments of f
always appear in increasing order of magnitude:
(1) maximum: f(x1,x2, . . . ,xm) = maxixi = xm;
(2) minimum: f(x1,x2, . . . ,xm) = minixi = x1;
(3) mean: f ðx1; x2; . . . ; xmÞ ¼ 1m
P
ixi;
(4) median: f ðx1; x2; . . . ; xmÞ ¼ xðmþ1Þ=2 if m is odd;1
2
ðxm=2 þ xm=2þ1Þ if m is even;

(5) upmedian: f(x1,x2, . . . ,xm) = xd(m+1)/2e;
(6) downmedian: f(x1,x2, . . . ,xm) = xb(m+1)/2c.
Note that the last two aggregation operators are modiﬁcations of the median operator.
They assure that the resulting value coincides with the value of (at least) one of theFig. 1. Graph of the input similarity matrix A. Weights are such that p > q > r > s > t.
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the ordinal operators such as the maximum, the minimum, the upmedian and the down-
median operator, and the operators such as the mean and the median, which cannot be
used directly in a purely ordinal context.
3.1. Aggregation by the maximum operator
For the maximum operator, the stepwise modiﬁcations of the weights are illustrated in
Fig. 2. The graph on the left is the graph of the input matrix A where the edge (1,2) has
been emphasized to indicate that it is the ﬁrst pivot edge selected. Here P = {1,2}, and
immediately the triangular subgraphs with node sets {1,2,3} and {1,2,4} are made tran-
sitive by raising the weight of edge (1,3) from t to r, and the weight of edge (2,4) from s to
q. In this way, the central graph in Fig. 2 is obtained. The next pivot edge is either (1,4) or
(2,4) since both carry the weight q. The choice is irrelevant and can be made in a random
way, as in both cases the maximal tree node set is the same, namely P = {1,2,4}. On the
central graph of Fig. 2 the maximal tree is highlighted by means of thick lines. At this
stage, algorithm TAGA investigates the actual weights of edges (1,3), (2,3) and (4,3),
and since they are all smaller than the pivot weight q, they are replaced by the aggregated
value, namely by r = max(s, r, r). The result is shown on the right graph in Fig. 2. This is
the graph of an equivalence matrix, more precisely, of the transitive closure of A. No more
weight modiﬁcations are carried out by the algorithm which therefore has generated the
transitive closure of A.
In order to compare approximations, the total absolute deviation D between the ﬁnal
weights and the initial weights in the graph representation is computed. For the initial
matrix A and the choice f = max, one obtains
Dmaximum ¼ ðr  tÞ þ ðq sÞ þ ðr  sÞ ¼ qþ r  s t þ ðr  sÞ.3.2. Aggregation by the minimum operator
Let us next choose the minimum operator. The decisive steps are illustrated in Fig. 3.
The ﬁrst pivot edge is again (1,2), and the weight of edge (1,4) is lowered from q to s
whereas the weight of edge (2,3) is lowered from r to t. Next, one of the edges carrying
weight s is selected as pivot edge and the associated maximal tree which is highlighted
on the central graph of Fig. 3 has node set P = {1,2,3,4}. The update of the edges in
the entire graph leaves the weight of edge (1,2) invariant, as it is greater than the pivot
weight s. The other edge weights, s, s, s, t, t, not being strictly greater than s, are replacedFig. 2. From left to right: three consecutive steps in the application of algorithm TAGA on matrix A with f = max.
Fig. 3. From left to right: three consecutive steps in the application of algorithm TAGA on matrix A with f = min.
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the graph of the transitive approximation generated by TAGA with f = min. The total
absolute deviation is given by
Dminimum ¼ qþ r  s t þ 3ðs tÞ;
which is larger than Dmaximum if r  s < 3(s  t).
Note that the generated approximation, although an equivalence matrix, is not an
opening of A. Indeed, if in this approximation the elements a14 and a24 are raised from
t to s, an equivalence matrix is obtained which is situated between the approximation
and the input matrix A. Since the choice f = min often generates a transitive matrix strictly
below a transitive opening of the given matrix, this choice is only of moderate interest in
practice. In fact, a transitive opening can be generated by the application of the complete
linkage clustering algorithm. An alternative opening generating algorithm has recently
been established by the present authors [8].
3.3. Aggregation by the mean operator
The next choice for f is the mean operator. The weight modiﬁcations carried out by the
application of TAGA are shown in Fig. 4. The steps are completely analogous to the case
f = max, except that the new weight values are obtained by averaging weights instead of
taking their maximum. It can easily be veriﬁed that
Dmean ¼ qþ r  s t þ r  2sþ t
3

.
As far as the total absolute deviation from the input matrix is concerned, it can be ex-
pected that, in general, the approximation generated by algorithm TAGA using the meanFig. 4. From left to right: three consecutive steps in the application of algorithm TAGA on matrix A with f the
mean operator.
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UPGMA clustering algorithm, as the latter algorithm is that member of the class of
ascending hierarchical clustering methods that also uses the mean operator to deﬁne in-
ter-cluster distances. It should be clear, however, that the approximations obtained with
the present algorithm and with the UPGMA clustering algorithm, in general, do not
coincide.
Note that when using the mean operator, be it in our algorithm or in the ascending hier-
archical clustering algorithm, it is not really appropriate to measure the diﬀerence between
the approximation and the given matrix in terms of the total absolute deviation. Indeed, it
is well known that when making a non-transitive triangular subgraph transitive by replac-
ing two edge weights by their mean value, it is the Euclidean distance that is minimized.
Hence the Euclidean, or l2-distance, seems more appropriate in this case, whereas the dis-
tance D, or the l1-distance, is the more appropriate choice in a purely ordinal setting. For
the tests reported on in Section 5 this convention has been adopted.
3.4. Aggregation by the median operator
Next, the median operator is taken as f. The pattern of the consecutive modiﬁcations of
the weights is the same as in the previous case. These modiﬁcations are shown in Fig. 5,
and one easily veriﬁes that
Dmedian ¼ qþ r  s t þ r  2sþ t
2

.3.5. Aggregation by the upmedian operator
Taking for f the upmedian operator, for this particular example, the same steps are exe-
cuted as with f = max and moreover the same sequence of weight modiﬁcations is carried
out. This is not always the case as it can even be expected that the approximation gener-
ated with the upmedian operator is, in general, closer to the given matrix than is its tran-
sitive closure.
3.6. Aggregation by the downmedian operator
Finally, the case where f is the downmedian operator is considered (Fig. 6). The pattern
of the consecutive modiﬁcations, and particularly the sequence of maximal trees, is theFig. 5. From left to right: three consecutive steps in the application of algorithm TAGA on matrix A with f the
mean operator.
Fig. 6. From left to right: three consecutive steps in the application of algorithm TAGA on matrix A with f the
downmedian operator.
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can change now take the value s instead of t. Note that the generated approximation can
be situated between the original matrix and the transitive opening of A mentioned before.
One easily veriﬁes that
Ddownmedian ¼ qþ r  s t.
For the simple low-dimensional example considered in the present section, provided the
given weights satisfy the double inequality (s  t)/3 < r  s < 3(s  t), the ordering of
the total absolute deviations is as follows:
Dminimum > Dmaximum > Dmedian > Dmean > Ddownmedian.
Whether this ordering is more or less conﬁrmed in realistic situations, will be numerically
investigated in Section 5 by means of large scale simulations on random similarity
matrices.
4. Proof of the validity of algorithm TAGA
In order to prove the validity of algorithm TAGA it will be shown that once a triangular
subgraph that was initially not transitive has been made transitive by TAGA, it remains
transitive in the further development of the algorithm (in the sense that if the transitivity
is broken at some point, it is restored when the actual pass of the outer repeat loop is ter-
minated). Also triangular subgraphs that were initially transitive remain, in the same sense
as described above, transitive from begin to end.
Consider an arbitrary triangular subgraph with nodes {i, j,k}. The initial weights aij,
aik and ajk are modiﬁed during the execution of algorithm TAGA, but at a certain point
the actual largest weight in this triangular subgraph, say aij, will be equal to the weight
k of the actual pivot edge. This can happen when the edge (i, j) is selected as pivot edge
itself, or, more generally, when (i, j) is an edge in the maximal tree with tree node set P,
or, more generally, when (i, j) belongs to P2 or to one of the other components induced by
the edges with weight k. In all of these circumstances, one of the two following possible
actions can be taken: either the weight aij is strictly lowered due to the application of the
aggregation operator, or the weight simply remains k. In the ﬁrst case, the actual pass of
the outer repeat loop is terminated (without any further actions such as e.g. deleting
the edges in M from the set V). As the investigation of the transitivity of the triangular
subgraph is therefore postponed, this case can be simply ignored in order to continue the
proof.
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transitive, or is made transitive, so that after the pivot edge and all other edges in P2 have
been removed from the set V, it holds that aik = ajk = l, with l 6 k. If l = k, then it is
clear that these edge weights cannot change anymore, as the next pivot value is either
strictly smaller than k and any weight strictly greater than the pivot weight is left invariant
by TAGA, or the next pivot value equals k but its associated maximal tree is necessarily dis-
joint from the maximal tree P just considered. In the remaining part of the proof we can
therefore safely assume that l < k.
The question arises whether one or both edge weights aik and ajk can still change, and if
so, whether this change can destroy the transitivity of the triangular subgraph. We will
prove that these weights can indeed change, and this as long as their value is not strictly
greater than the actual pivot value, but that at the end of the pass of the outer repeat loop
in algorithm TAGA they are equal again so that the triangular subgraph remains transitive.
The proof goes by induction where the induction hypothesis is that at the end of the actual
pass of the outer repeat loop with pivot value k, all triangular subgraphs that possess at
least one edge weight greater than k, are transitive.
Now, given the situation described above, assume that there exists at some stage a pivot
edge with pivot value s where k > s > l, that may cause a change of say aik. This can hap-
pen in two distinct ways. As usual, denote by P the tree node set of the maximal tree asso-
ciated to the pivot edge. The ﬁrst way occurs when i 2 P, which means that there exists a
node l for which ail = s. However, by induction in the triangular subgraph with nodes i, j, l
it must hold that also ajl = s. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 7. If this value s is lowered
during the ﬁrst computational phase of the outer repeat loop, nothing changes in that tri-
angular subgraph. If, on the other hand, the second phase of the outer repeat loop is ini-
tiated, then the update of all the triangular subgraphs with node k and opposite edge in P2
results in a possibly new but equal value of aik and ajk that is not strictly larger than s. The
triangular subgraph with nodes {i, j,k} remains transitive and the induction hypothesis is
not contradicted. The other situation is the one where k 2 P. Let l be any other node in P
such that akl = s. Then, after the ﬁrst computational phase has terminated either akl
becomes strictly lower than s and nothing changes, or akl remains s. In the latter case, nei-
ther ail nor ajl can be greater than or equal to k. Indeed, if ailP k, for instance, then the
induction hypothesis would imply in the triangular subgraph with nodes {i,k, l} that
ajl = k, which on its turn would imply in the triangular subgraph with nodes {j, l,k} that
s = l, a contradiction. Since ail < k and ajl < k, again by induction, it must hold in all tri-
angular subgraphs with nodes {i, j, l} and l 2 P that ail = ajl = /l. Moreover, none of the
weights /l can be strictly greater than s, as /l > s would, on account of the induction
hypothesis, imply in the triangular subgraph with nodes {i,k, l} that s = l. If there existsFig. 7. Illustration of an intermediate situation that can arise in the execution of algorithm TAGA.
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and j belonging to the set P). If for all l 2 P it holds that /l < s, then in the second com-
putational phase, clearly all edges (i, l) and (j, l) with l 2 P obtain one and the same value
not strictly greater than s. Again, the triangular subgraph with nodes {i, j,k} remains tran-
sitive and the induction hypothesis is not contradicted.
To complete the proof, it suﬃces to note that when the ﬁrst pass of the outer repeat
loop is completed, the condition of the induction hypothesis is fulﬁlled. As this condition
remains fulﬁlled until the termination of algorithm TAGA, it follows that the algorithm
generates a transitive approximation of the initial matrix A.
Remark 1. It should be emphasized that the ﬁrst computational phase in algorithm TAGA
is of crucial importance and plays a central role in the proof of its validity. In fact, if
instead of building the maximal tree associated to the actual pivot edge, one considers the
forest of trees built from edges that carry the pivot weight, a valid alternative for
generating transitive approximations results. In other words, one could have taken instead
of P the set of all nodes in the graph that are the endpoint of at least one edge carrying the
pivot weight. From the computational point of view ﬁnding the latter set is even simpler
than just detecting the node set of the maximal tree of the pivot edge, as it is only required
to scan once all the edges of the graph. However, the approximations generated by this
variant of algorithm TAGA, are, for one and the same aggregation operator f, usually
farther away from the initial matrix than with the genuine algorithm. This is the main
reason for reducing maximally the set P. Apparently, identifying P with the node set of the
maximal tree provides an optimal solution.Remark 2. In its present form, algorithmTAGA allows for the choice of just one aggregation
operator f. This operator, however, appears in the two main computational phases of the
algorithm. It is clear from the proof of the validity of the algorithm, that one couldhaveopted
for a different choice of aggregation operator in the two computational phases. Numerical
tests have been performed with variants of algorithm TAGAwhere in the ﬁrst computational
phase the aggregation operator is the maximum operator while in the second computational
phase an arbitrary aggregation operator f is used. In general, when f differs from the maxi-
mum operator, there seems no advantage in mixing the aggregation operators, reason why
the attention has been focused on the genuine version of TAGA in the present paper.Remark 3. At ﬁrst sight, algorithm TAGA might seem insensitive to ties in the matrix, but
there exists a situation where a diﬀerent order of operations might lead to diﬀerent approx-
imations. Assume that some pivot value k induces two or more disjoint trees P, then
clearly the ﬁnal weight of an edge that joins a node from one tree with a node from another
tree can be different according to the order in which the different trees are considered in
the second phase of the algorithm.5. Numerical tests
5.1. Test material
Random matrices, in the sense that their upper-diagonal elements are independent ran-
dom numbers, are not the kind of matrices that stand model for the similarity matrices
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have been prepared in the following way. First, a random vector x = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn) of size
n is generated with elements uniformly selected from the set of numbers {j Æ 10Njj =
0,1, . . . , 10N} with N a ﬁxed integer. From this random vector is constructed the symmetric
matrix A with matrix elements aij = aji = 1  jxi  xjj for all i < j, and aii = 1. This way of
constructing an arbitrary similarity matrix A shows that 1 + 10N represents the maximum
number of diﬀerent values in the matrix A. Therefore, one can attribute to N the meaning
of the precision of the matrix. It is also known that such a matrix A possesses a weak form
of transitivity, belonging to the family of T-transitivity properties with T a triangular
norm. More precisely, the matrix A is Łukasiewicz-transitive, which means that for all
i, j, k it holds that
maxðaik þ akj  1; 0Þ 6 aij.
The tests performed were aimed at comparing results obtained with algorithm TAGA for
diﬀerent choices of f to results obtained with the ascending hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm, the inter-cluster similarity measure of the latter method being chosen in agreement
with the function f of the former method. A further distinction has been made between two
types of test sets of random matrices: sets of matrices of precision N = 1 (initial weights
can have one of 11 possible values) and sets of matrices of precision N = 2 (initial weights
can have one of 101 possible values). Each of these types of test sets contain matrices of
which the size n is a tenfold situated between 10 and 100. For each size 1000 matrices have
been generated.
The mean elementwise deviation between an initial matrix A = [aij] of size n and a tran-
sitive approximation B = [bij] is computed either as the mean l1-distance (or Manhattan
distance) d1, deﬁned by
d1ðA;BÞ ¼ 2nðn 1Þ
X
i<j
jaij  bijj;
or as the mean l2-distance (or Euclidean distance)
d2ðA;BÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
nðn 1Þ
X
i<j
ðaij  bijÞ2
s
.5.2. Tests with the mean and median operators
In the ﬁrst series of tests, approximations have been generated with algorithm TAGA for
f the maximum, the mean and the median operator and with the ascending hierarchical
clustering algorithm for inter-cluster similarities computed either with the mean or the
median operator. When the mean operator is used, this clustering algorithm is known
as the UPGMA clustering algorithm. The clustering algorithm that uses the maximum
operator for the computation of inter-cluster similarities has been omitted since it gener-
ates exactly the same approximation as the one generated by algorithm TAGA with
f = max, i.e. the transitive closure.
In Figs. 8 and 9 is plotted against the size n of the input matrices the mean l2-distance d2
of the generated approximation averaged over 1000 matrices. These approximations are
respectively denoted TMax (the transitive closure), TMean/TMedian (obtained by TAGA
Fig. 8. Mean l2-distance d2ðA; ~AÞ averaged over 1000 matrices of ﬁve types of approximations ~A of an initial
similarity matrix A of size n and precision N = 1.
Fig. 9. Mean l2-distance d2ðA; ~AÞ averaged over 1000 matrices of ﬁve types of approximations ~A of an initial
similarity matrix A of size n and precision N = 2.
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algorithm) and HMedian (obtained with the variant of the UPGMA clustering algorithm
where the mean operator is replaced by the median operator). Fig. 8 shows the results for
the case of matrix precision N = 1 (initial matrix elements rounded up to ﬁrst decimal)
whereas Fig. 9 is concerned with matrices of precision N = 2 (initial matrix elements
rounded up to the second decimal). Note that this ﬁxed precision is only a property of
the input matrices, since all further computations are performed with machine accuracy.
It nevertheless accounts for the number of times on the average a same initial weight
occurs in the graph of the input similarity matrix.
Inspecting Figs. 8 and 9, it becomes apparent that the approximations generated using
the mean and median operator, in TAGA and in the ascending hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm, are on the average signiﬁcantly closer to the initial matrix than is the transitive clo-
sure. Furthermore, the approximations generated by hierarchical clustering are on the
average closer to the initial matrix than the corresponding approximations generated by
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of its elements are equal. Finally, as far as the mean l2-distance is concerned, only for ini-
tial matrices of moderate size, there is a clear distinction between the mean and the median
operator. When the diﬀerence between both operators becomes apparent, the ordering is
in agreement with the ordering between the total absolute deviations obtained for the sim-
ple example in Section 3.
5.3. Tests with the up- and downmedian operators
In a second series of tests, some choices of f have been considered that are applicable in
an ordinal setting. In order to simulate an ordinal setting (where typically the number of
similarity degrees is between 5 and 10) only random matrices of precision N = 1 have been
withheld in the test bed, which allows for a maximum of 11 diﬀerent values. Otherwise, the
way of generating the matrices was the same as before. In Fig. 10 is shown the mean l1-
distance d1 averaged over 1000 matrices—remind that in the ordinal setting this is a more
appropriate choice than d2—for ﬁve types of approximations: the transitive closure
(TMax), the approximation (TUp) generated with TAGA and f the upmedian operator,
the approximation (TDown) generated with TAGA and f the downmedian operator, and
the approximations (HUp) and (HDown) generated with the hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm and with respectively the upmedian and downmedian operator for the computation
of inter-cluster similarities.
From Fig. 10 it is observed that again the approximations generated by the hierarchical
clustering algorithm are on the average somewhat closer to the initial matrix than the
approximations generated by the algorithm TAGA. Furthermore, there is almost no dis-
tinction between the use of the upmedian and downmedian operator, both in hierarchical
clustering as with the present algorithm, and where the distinction is apparent, the approx-
imations generated with the downmedian operator are slightly closer to the initial matrix
than the approximations generated with the upmedian operator. Note that again the large
scale simulations do not contradict the ordering between the absolute mean deviations
obtained in Section 3.Fig. 10. Mean l1-distance d1ðA; ~AÞ averaged over 1000 matrices of ﬁve types of approximations ~A of an initial
similarity matrix A of size n and precision N = 1.
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We have established a weight-driven algorithm for generating min-transitive approxi-
mations of a similarity matrix which is as eﬃcient as the ascending hierarchical clustering
algorithm and yields approximations that are comparably close to the given matrix.
Unlike the ascending hierarchical clustering algorithm, the new algorithm does not
directly rely on the aggregation of clusters, although the computational steps depend upon
the descending order in which weights are selected in order to impose locally the property
of min-transitivity. This approach has the advantage that, at least in principle, it opens
possibilities for modifying this algorithm in two diﬀerent ways, namely to establish algo-
rithms that generate a T-transitive approximation of a given similarity matrix, and to
establish algorithms that generate a transitive approximation (a [0,1]-valued preorder)
of a given reﬂexive matrix. Note that no variants of the ascending hierarchical clustering
algorithm are known that are suitable for non-symmetric matrices.Acknowledgements
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